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In 15 minutes...

 Life cycle thinking: everything is connected
 Life cycle computing of footprints, via web: free
 We all have footprints
 Beneficience



Life Cycle Assessment

 Internationally Standardized (ISO 14040, 14044) 
 Think broadly: Life cycle, cradle-to-next-life
 Think deeply: Impacts, endpoints
 Think quantitatively: data
 Think comparatively: what if we change xyz?
 Think systematically: standards, transparency





... is dioxin-free, right?





Supply chains can be huge: 
Buyer power, and the 80-80 Rule

Each sector's upstream  air pollution burden as a percent of its total 
(upstream + direct) air pollution burden
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Take-away message?...

“Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere.”
“Pollution anywhere is a threat to green products everywhere.”

“Pollution anywhere is a chance to green your product.”



How about a system that incentivizes 
each of us to improve and innovate, 
where our actions also incentivize
everyone to improve and innovate?

...Where we are rewarded whenever 
anyone connected to us innovates.

...Where my innovations help you, 
and your innovations help me.



 An Open Source, Publishing and Analysis Platform
For Life Cycle Information about Products

 Producers: Tell your story, with data
 Improve your products, with supplier selection

 Buyers: Access green markets
 Drive transformation



Earthster Design Principles

 No cost
 Voluntary
 Open Source
 Use existing standards, work with existing systems
 Report once to serve many audiences
 Makes business sense for user





Step 2: Free LCA, Confidential, w/ Benchmark

 Click to download a FREE LCA Calculator.
 Runs on your computer.
 Input last year’s data:

 Amounts purchased
 Amount released
 Amount sold

 Click for a table of supply chain pollution
 Click to compare your product  vs. sector average









Climate Change Human Health Impacts Ecosystem Impacts
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Step 4. Link to Supplier Data.

 Click to find out if some of your suppliers have 
published better-than-average LCIs, or 
made major gains (reductions in emissions / impact).

 Click to take credit – use their LCI data in place of 
generic, and recalculate your LCI.

 Call other suppliers.
 Call your customers.



The Earthster Consortium

 Opportunity to influence the technical and market 
development of the Earthster system

 Credit and publicity for being a funder and member of 
the consortium, including display of your organization's 
logo in the Earthster website

 Opportunity to help shape the governance and systems 
for validation of data



 We drove or flew here
 We showered
 We ate breakfast this morning
 ...

 Is it a good thing that we were born?



Making the world better off with us

 Reduce our negative impacts as far as possible
 Increase our positive impacts to be at least greater 

than our negative impacts

Beneficient = Beneficial + efficient



A market for innovation & transformation

 Use systems such as Earthster to 
 Quantify last year's footprint, impacts
 Quantify potential benefits of changes

 Use the web to 
 Offer the changes for sale



You start the year with
this much burden.

You reduce it to
this level, through
efficiecies.

You sponsor this much
transformation 
elsewhere, offsetting
your remaining burden.







It's OK...

 Everyone gets into the act
 Households
 Organizations
 All companies

 No exclusion of “non-additional” (cost-effective) 
 Your supply chain making you greener... benefits you!
 You sell innovative green things? Market them!
 Cap & trade = we only do as good as the cap, and 

innovation finds the least-cost solution
 Beneficient market for transformation = 

we go as far as we can figure out how, and desire
= river clean-up



Taking the leap

 Saying: We can't do this alone.
 Saying: I don't know how to get there.
 Putting yourself at the mercy of

humanity's (nature's) creativity
 Getting there. Together.




